Transmit the following in AIRTEL

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (2-New)

RE: WILLIAM JOHNSON;
    CARLOS HEVIA de los REYES, aka. Carlos Hevia;
    NM;
    CUBAN CRISIS - 1962.

Enclosed are ten copies of a letterhead memorandum, dated as above, and captioned, "WILLIAM JOHNSON;
    CARLOS HEVIA de los REYES, aka.; NM."

MM T-1 is HAZEN JONES, confidential source,
    Islamorada, Fla., telephone 664-4839.

On 10/23/62, Mr. JACK BAUMAN, Chief of Security,
    CIA, Miami, was furnished information provided by MM T-1.
    Subsequently, Mr. BAUMAN's office advised that CIA had no
    interest in this matter.

4 - Bureau (Encls.-10) (AM) (RM)
    (1 - 105-115227) (Cuban Crisis - 1962)
3 - Miami (2 - 2-New)
    (1 - 105-390$) (Cuban Crisis - 1962)

GED: GK

Copy to: CIA/Security

Approved: Special Agent in Charge

Sent NOV. 1962 M Per